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About This Game

An evil force has launched an invasion over the Omios star. Only you, the most skilled and deadly pilot in the galaxy, can face
the dreadful menace of the Meroptians, bio-mechanical creatures set in a ruthless war of conquest. Equip your ship, select a

route and fight planet by planet against the hordes of Meroptians!

Super Hydorah is a nonlinear horizontal shoot’ em up designed to offer a challenging and memorable experience, sublimating
the wisdom and richness of traditional shmup classics. The game has direct action, nostalgic art and a wide variety of unique

spatial content and situations. It is hours of intense fun, alone or with your friends, to face the menace of the Meroptians aboard
the Delta Lance.
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Easy to learn, damn hard to master!

21 levels divided into 35 sublevels, 35 bosses and more than 100 enemies

Single player, Co-op multiplayer and Robot Chase spin-off mode

Non-linear level layout with route selection

Dangers of different nature in each level (not just bullets)

Weapon selection and power-ups in every mission

Original soundtrack with 60+ tracks

Secrets, multiple endings, achievements and rank system

CRT Monitor effect

If you love unique experiences and handcrafted games, Super Hydorah is made for you!
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It is very worth the price.

It is very simple to pick up and learn, but still complicated enough to hold your attention. Got it to play with my older kids and it
was a perfect hit. Pretty much one of those games that anyone can get into.. too many bugs...

1.when I buy item, item just banish with weapon.

of course I did not counfused buying with selling.

2.when I ride elevator, I can't click any floor so I must restart game.

good concept,

bad programming.. I loved this game! Too bad this is the only game in the series that is for mac. Would buy them all otherwise.

Anyways, I'll say a few thoughts. At first I was disappointed when I first loaded up the game because I thought instead of people
I would manage police cars, ambulances, and firetrucks. Which I thought would be a neat spin on the genre! (why's it always
gotta be people??) Anyways, regardless of that, I still really enjoyed it.

Managed to get all achievemnts except for level 48 which is bugged on mac still. Apparently the devs only fixed it for PC.
Pretty sad that the devs don't give a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 about mac. But I guess it's whatever. Not a big deal, I'm not
really an achievements addict. But if you are, get it for PC lol. Not that it matters cause the achievements are only in game and
most people are Steam achievemnts addicts, specifically.

Anyways, on to a new series!. This is a great game. I've owned the iPad version for a long time, and this is just as good. I'm
more then happy to keep giving these devs my money, just so long as they keep working on it. I'd probably get any DLCs, even
cosmetic ones or a soundtrack.. Damn this game is difficult! But even though I can't get passed the 3rd level of the first stage Im
not ragequitting this one. First off, I really like the graphics. Things are exploding and particles are flying. The fact that they
build it with their own engine makes it even more awesome (I thought it was UE4). The sfx is surprisingly relaxed and layback
for such a destructive game but fits in well. The gameplay could use some tweaks. As it is very punishing for dying. There are
no save points in levels, only between them. This makes me stop playing after dying twice just before the end of a level. You
could say it is challenging and in a way it is, but a little too much for me :). I had some hours of fun with this game for 13,- so
I'd reccommend it. I'll keep a lookout for the release.. I was worried in the beginning, BUT ! the game gets u in ...................... :)
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Last update on August 2, 2016, 7 months ago. Not acceptable for an Early Access game.

Edit July 4, 2017:
I know that they announced an update in May, but according to SteamDB, they still haven't published a new update. Even if they
did, it's been about 9 months without any activity at all.. I am enjoying this game so far. It's a solid retro platformer that does
have a neat gimmick to it. If you are into these types of games, then I would go for it. Be warned though, if you are not for
backtracking older levels, then this one might not be for you. While I am enjoying this and feel like I got my money's worth, I
feel like there might be people that disagree and it would probably be best to get this on sale. Which is understandable because
there are plenty of 2D retro platformers on Steam.

I do have some of issues with it.

- The first one being that there are times that you might get stuck in between platforms and there would be nothing that you can
do but quit out and lose all the progress that you had made on that particular level. I'm sure that this problem seems like it would
be fairly easily patchable. Another note that someone else had recommended would be a button or command that would kill
yourself so you can at least go back to the checkpoint, which is also be a good idea.
- The other gripe that I have, and I'm not sure if its just me, but that text seems difficult to read. It's like the text blends into the
background for me.
- Some sections where you would transistion from a sesaon to another, you might be unaware to what the hazards are when you
transition. The biggest example of this would be the fire level where you fly. Using the season change in this could kill you
instantly when you didn't know there was something there to begin with. Though this might be a design choice from the creator.
- There's no way to exit the game without alt+tabbing out.
- Animal Puns

All in all I think that its fun, and while it has issues, they would probably be easily patchable. Plenty of the problems seem like
quality of life problems, and most of the gameplay itself is fine. There is potential in this game, and it will no doubt be better on
out from here.

3.5 \/5. I was fortunte enough to meet the creators of the game at the Grand Rapids Maker Faire. They were very nice and super
helpful when my five year old wanted to try it. I am happy to support some local devs.. Fun, Janky, dated as hell, runs
like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 great music
also anyone speedrun this so theres competition
https:\/\/www.speedrun.com\/Buggy. This game was better than I expected! It was amazing. I don't know how many endings
there are, or which one is right, or if ere even is a right end. But this Novel was very interesting and it was great.. Very good
DLC buy it!. a fun and interresting concept but can do with some tweeking on the characters streangths as at the moment the
game is too easy as i was able to get over 50k points on the "insane" mode , at the moment i feel a though the game is too casual
but is still going in a good direction and has good potential to become an extremley addictive product.. I'd kill and die for
Wanshi. Really enjoyed this game. I would have never tried it if I did not get it for free but I am glad I did.
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